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Results from D0: dijet angular distributions, dijet mass cross section and dijet azimuthal decorrelations

1. Introduction

At hadron colliders, jet production has one of the highest cross sectionand is therefore an ideal
place to test the predictions of perturbative Quantum chromodynamics (pQCD). The difference in
the azimuthal angle of the two jet system (∆φ ), theχdijet variable related to the polar angle of the
dijet system (χdijet = exp(y1− y2), wherey1,2 are the rapiditiesy = 0.5ln(E + pz)/(E − pz) of the
two jets,E is the jet energy andpz is the jet momentum along the beam line) and dijet invariant
massM j j are presented.

2. Data Selection

The analyses use a subsample of data collected in Run II by the D0 detector at the Fermilab
Tevatron Collider. The detailed detector description is given in [1]. The dijet azimuthal decorre-
lations measurement uses approximately 150pb−1, while the dijet angular distributions and dijet
invariant mass use about 700pb−1. Data sample is chosen using either inclusive jet triggers with
severalpT thresholds or dijet mass triggers. Triggers are generally used in regionswhere they are
at least 99% efficient. Events are chosen if they have at least two jets which satisfy event and jet
quality cuts.

3. Dijet Azimuthal Decorrelations
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Figure 1: Dijet ∆φ distributions in four ranges of
the leading jetpT compared to the predictions of
HERWIG and PYTHIA generators.

In this measurement [2], the azimuthal an-
gle between the two jets with the highest trans-
verse momentum is studied, binned in four
bins of the highest jet transverse momentum.
In the absence of any radiation, the dijet pro-
duction in hadron–hadron collisions results in
two jets with equal transverse momenta and
the difference between the azimuthal angles of
the two jets is∆φ = π. Additional soft ra-
diation causes small azimuthal decorrelations
while for the hard emission of the third jet
2π/3 < ∆φ < π. Smaller values of∆φ require
additional radiation such as a fourth jet. There-
fore, the study of the∆φ distribution provide a
test of higher order pQCD predictions without
explicitely measuring the additional jets.

The analysis measures the(1/σ)(dσ/d∆φ)

observable in four regions with transverse mo-
mentum of the leading jetpmax

T > 75,100,130
and 180GeV. The second leading jet is re-
quired to havepT > 40GeV and both jets
are required to be in the central region of the
calorimeter (|y| < 0.5).
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The unsmearing correction for migrations between the bins due to detector resolutions were
derived from events generated with HERWIG and PYTHIA. The angularresolution was determined
from the full D0 detector simulation and was found to be better than 20 mrad. The jet transverse
momentum resolution decreases from 18% atpT = 40GeV to 9% atpT = 200GeV. The size of
the correction is typically less than 8% for∆φ > 2π/3 and∼ 40% for∆φ ∼ π/2. The jet energy
scale uncertainty is still the dominant uncertainty of the measurement (7% for∆φ > 5π/6 but up
to 23% for∆φ < 2π/3).

Monte Carlo generators like HERWIG and PYTHIA use LO 2→ 2 matrix elements and parton
shower models to simulate the higher order contributions. The comparison with the default settings
of the generators and CTEQ6L PDFs with the data is shown in Fig. 1. HERWIGdescribes the
distribution well over the entire range, while in PYTHIA the variation from the default value in the
maximum allowed virtuality of the initial state parton shower is needed.

4. Dijet Angular Distributions
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Figure 2: χdijet distribution compared with Stan-
dard Model (NLO pQCD) and several new models
predictions.

In the dijet angular distribution measure-
ment [3], the difference between the rapidities
of the two jets with the highest transverse mo-
menta is measured as this could be potentially
sensitive to new physics models. We investi-
gate theχdijet = exp(y1−y2) variable, wherey1

andy2 are the rapidities of the two jets with the
highest transverse momentum in the event in
ten regions of the dijet invariant massM j j. The
variable is in the case of massless 2→ 2 scat-
tering directly related to the polar scattering
angleθ ∗ by χdijet = (1+ cosθ ∗)/(1− cosθ ∗)

and is motivated by the fact that the Ruther-
ford scattering is independent of it. The phase
space of the analysis is constrained toM j j >

0.25TeV,χdijet < 16 andyboost= 0.5|y1+y2|<

1. Based on the measurement, we set limits on
quark compositeness, ADD large extra dimen-
sions and TeV−1 scale extra dimensions.

The χdijet distributions are corrected
for detector effects using events generated
with PYTHIA v6.419 using tune QW and
MSTW2008LO PDFs which are run through
a fast detector simulation which includes parameterizations of transverse momentum and angular
resolutions as well as other jet reconstruction efficiencies and misidentification of the event vertex.
The total detector corrections are usually between 0.9 and 1.0 and alwaysbetween 0.7 and 1.1. The
dominant systematic uncertainties are from the jet energy scale calibration and from jet transverse
momentum resolutions. All other uncertainty sources are negligible. The systematic uncertainties
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are 1–5% forM j j < 1TeV and 3–11% forM j j > 1TeV; in all cases they are smaller than statistical
uncertainties.

The results are compared to the predictions from a next-to-leading order calculation computed
using fastNLO based on NLOJET++. The calculation uses MSTW2008NLOPDFs and the renor-
malization and factorization scales are set to the average transverse momentum of the two selected
jets. The theory prediction, corrected for the nonperturbative effectsestimated from PYTHIA is
in a good agreement with the data. The pQCD prediction together with the selected predictions of
new physics models are shown in Fig. 2.

For the new physics models limit settings, aχ2 between the data and theory is formed and
then transformed into a likelihood which is used in a Bayesian procedure to obtain 95% C.L.
limits on new physics scales. The obtained limits provide one of the most stringentlimits for
quark compositeness and ADD models; in the case of TeV−1 extra dimensions, the limits are
complementary to stronger limits obtained from indirect electroweak precision measurements.

5. Dijet Invariant Mass

Figure 3: Dijet invariant mass cross section is six
bins of the maximum jet rapidity.

The dijet invariant mass measurement [4]
can be used to test the predictions of pQCD,
to constrain PDFs and to search for signals of
new physics. The dijet invariant mass (M j j)
is computed from the four momenta of the
two jets with the highest transverse momenta
in the event. Both jets are required to have
pT > 40GeV and to have rapidities|y| < 2.4.
There are 6 bins of jet rapidities, binned ac-
cording to the higher rapidity of the two se-
lected jets (|y|max). Bin sizes inM j j are cho-
sen to be about twice the dijet mass resolution
and to have an efficiency and purity of about
50% as determined using a parameterized de-
tector simulation. The efficiency is defined as
the ratio of number of Monte Carlo events gen-
erated and reconstructed to those generated in
a M j j bin, and the purity is defined as the ra-
tio of Monte Carlo events generated and recon-
structed in aM j j bin to all events reconstructed in that bin.

The total experimental corrections to the data determined using the simulation areless than
±2% across the whole dijet invariant mass range for|y|max< 0.8, vary from 0.5% atM j j = 0.4TeV
to 22% at 1.2 TeV for 0.8 < |y|max < 1.6, and from 1% atM j j = 0.4TeV to 11% at 1.3 TeV for
1.6 < |y|max < 2.4.

The total systematic uncertainty is dominated by the uncertainty coming from the jetenergy
scale calibration and ranges from 6% to 22% in the central up to 15% to 45% in the forward region
of the calorimeter.
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Figure 4: Data over theory comparison of the dijet mass cross section.The systematic uncertainty (yellow
band) does not include additional 6% uncertainty due to luminosity. The scale dependence (solid blue line)
is estimated by varying the scale up and down by a factor of 2. The uncertainty due to the PDF is shown
red dashed line. For comparison the cross section difference between the CTEQ6.6 and MSTW2008 PDF is
shown by black dash-dotted line.

The data are compared to the next-to-leading order prediction calculated using fastNLO pro-
gram based on NLOJET++. The calculation uses MSTW2008NLO PDF setsand is corrected for
underlying event and hadronization effects. The correction for this effects is obtained by turning on
and off these effects individually in PYTHIA, the size of these effects range between -10% to 23%
depending on theM j j. The renormalization and factorization scales are chosen to be equal andset
to the average transverse momentum of the two selected jets (µ = µr = µ f = (pT1 + pT2)/2) and
the scale dependence is estimated by varying the scales simultaneously up anddown by a factor of
2. The measured cross sections are presented in Fig. 3, while the detailed comparison of ratio of
the data over the theoretical expectation is shown in Fig. 4.

6. Summary and Conclusions

Several interesting dijet variables were measured by the DO collaboration inthe Run II of the
Tevatron Collider. The measurements are well described by the NLO predictions of QCD and the
χdijet sets the best limits in some models beyond the Standard model.
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